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An Indecent Proposition 2009-04-07
in a less than sober moment london s two most notorious rakes the earl of manderville and the duke of rothay
placed a very public wager on which of them is the superior lover now it s too late to retract the foolish bet but
what woman of beauty intelligence and discernment would consent to bed both men and declare which is more
skilled in satisfying her deepest desires lady carolyn wynn is the last woman anyone would expect to step forward
she s a respectable young widow with an icy reputation which has kept her firmly off the marriage market she
may not desire another husband but her brief marriage has left her with some scandalous questions about the act
of love if the men will keep her identity a secret she ll decide who has the most finesse between the sheets but to
everyone s surprise what begins as an indelicate proposition turns into a most astonishing lesson in everlasting
love

An Indecent Proposition 2018
one woman two men one night half a million dollars julianne is in debt up to her eyeballs due to her mother s
illness and her job as a catering waitress will never be enough to make ends meet but a mysterious offer could
solve all her problems the only catch she has to have sex with a stranger erik and keegan are business partners
whose friendship nearly ended when an explosion in their lab nearly killed erik and left him with physical and
psychological scars work is his only refuge and he uses it as a shield against the world keegan has watched his
best friend retreat from the world for too long he ll do whatever it takes to bring erik out of the darkness their
perfect plan is perfectly indecent erik proposes that keegan make love to julianne so he can watch keegan is
shocked and secretly thrilled he wants julianne just as much as erik does julianne takes the money but she never
expected to be so excited by the illicit arrangement or to fall for the quiet keegan and the scarred erik and when
one night becomes an ongoing affair will julianne be able to draw the men out of the shadows and into the light

An Indecent Proposition 2012-03-20
zander kargas developed his drive to succeed first from his father s cruel fists then from living on the streets he s
fought for everything and few challenges remain or so he thinks charlotte is the best secretary zander has ever
had the pleasure of dealing with and the only woman to fire his blood in a while but she works for his bitter rival
zander assuming he can acquire her the way he does with most things reaches for his wallet except charlotte can t
be bought so zander must entice her beginning with a very indecent proposition p 4 of cover

An Indecent Proposition 2020-08-20
take your reading to erotic heights with this sizzling novelette after debt ridden deana herwood loses a hand of
cards to the wealthy halsten rockwell he offers a wicked proposition that she clear her loss by offering her body
up to his pleasure for one night after accepting she discovers his desires might be more than she can handle but
he makes an even more outrageous proposition one she finds hard to refuse all she has to do is refrain from
succumbing to his wicked pleasures

An Indecent Proposal 2016-08-16
harlequin presents offers you another chance to enjoy this bestselling novel from sandra marton the boss s
marriage demand when cade landon planned to return his late father s oil company to its former glory he expected
a challenge but not in the form of feisty manager angelica gordon she s different from any other woman he s met
and cade doesn t know whether to sack her or seduce her seduction might be the only option when angelica
reveals that a deal between their fathers has given her a stake in the business shrewd negotiator cade sees an
opportunity to ensure angelica s compliance and satisfy the chemistry bubbling between them by making her his
convenient wife book 1 in the landon s legacy quartet originally published in 1995

An Indecent Proposal 2008-12-01
bronwyn davies is furious widowed penniless and desperate she came to fairchild acres looking for work and to
confront stockbroker patrick stafford her son s real father sure she wasn t expecting the red carpet rollout from
her ex lover but insults and rudeness well she ll show him exactly what she s made of and what he s missing even
after all these years patrick still hasn t forgiven bronwyn for marrying another man for money now bronwyn can



see what life could have been with him sure he ll step up and acknowledge his son but the cost will be far dearer
than bronwyn could ever have imagined

Indecent Proposal 2013-07
reviewers have called it powerful and brilliant newly released for its 25th anniversary edition jack engelhard s
novel indecent proposal has found its place alongside such classics as fitzgerald s the great gatsby and tolstoy s
anna karenina indecent proposal remains one of the most widely read and discussed novels around the world due
to the strong writing and riches that include a moral dilemma for the ages the novel was translated into more than
22 languages and hollywood produced a mega hit movie based on this book starring robert redford and demi
moore the novel stands as a remarkable achievement from a great and legendary novelist though hollywood only
skimmed the surface of engelhard s masterpiece the theme is eternal even biblical temptation the plot has riveted
the world s readers and moviegoers a destitute couple tries their luck in an atlantic city casino the wife joan is
utterly gorgeous she attracts the attention of an oil rich sultan who can buy anything he sets his eyes on can he
buy people can he buy joan what would you do for a million dollars reviews precise almost clinical language is this
book fun to read you betcha the new york times the prose is vivid cool and muscular the story is great in all the
fine tension between desire and high moral principal make indecent proposal a well crafted book well wrought
characters exhilarating pace it s beautifully written the philadelphia inquirer a gut wrenching study on love money
and trust national public radio npr written with the sparseness of hemingway but the moral intensity of i b singer
michael foster author of three in love harpercollins about the author contemporaries have hailed novelist jack
engelhard as the last hemingway and of being a writer without peer and the conscience of us all the new york
times commended the economy of his prose precise almost clinical language his bestselling novel indecent
proposal made him internationally famous as the foremost chronicler of moral dilemmas and of topics dealing with
temptation works that followed won him an even greater following such as escape from mount moriah his book of
memoirs that won awards for writing and for film his latest novel compulsive draws us into the mind of a
compulsive gambler in a work stunningly brilliant and original and seductively readable engelhard writes a weekly
column for the washington times his website jackengelhard com

An Indecent Proposition 2014-02-13
indulge in a seductive tale of desire secrets and a life changing proposition julianne trapped by debt embarks on a
provocative journey with two enigmatic men erik and keegan erik s scars bind him to the shadows while keegan
yearns to rescue his friend from the darkness when erik proposes an unconventional arrangement julianne finds
herself torn between financial freedom and unexpected passion as their clandestine encounters unravel julianne s
heart becomes entangled with both men can she unveil their hidden depths and lead them into a brighter future
uncover the allure of forbidden love in this captivating tale of romance redemption and self discovery

An Indecent Proposal 2016
greed ambition violence those are the values olivia rashidi learned from her russian mob family and the values she
must leave behind for the sake of her daughter when she meets cillian o malley she recognizes the red flag of his
family name yet she still can t stop herself from seeing the smoldering tortured man to save her family olivia sets
out to discover cillian s own secrets but the real revelation is how fast and how hard she s falling for him plagued
by a violent past cillian is more vulnerable than anyone realizes anyone except olivia whose beauty compassion
and pride have him at hello even if she s more inclined to say good bye to an o malley while his proposal of sex
with no strings seems simple what he feels for her isn t especially after he learns that she belongs to a rival crime
family cillian knows that there is no escape from the life but olivia may be worth trying and dying for publisher s
description

Jack Englehard's Indecent Proposal 2001
hollywood s rendition of jack engelhard s novel didn t tell the real story within engelhard s indecent proposal the
original novel are the explosive ingredients that are as volatile as today s headlines the passions and tensions of
the current middle east conflict are here as the struggle between biblical brothers continues in this isaac vs
ishmael tale but this time the prize is the american dream in atlantic city after watching a major player lose and
win back millions at the blackjack table joshua kanh and his wife joan are presented with a devil s deal when they
meet a rich arab sultan who offers joshua one million dollars in exchange for a night with joan but that night isn t



the end of their entanglement jew and arab the men are brothers even when murderously jealous the gentile
woman is between them but neither can wholly have her the outcome will be a rupture of the fragile tolerance
that unites the threea descent into a bloody triangle this controversial novel spawned the hollywood blockbuster
movie starring robert redford and demi moorea movie in which hollywood tried to hush the arab jewish themes of
the story in his foretelling and gripping tale engelhard captivates the reader with his controversial theme of what
would you do for a million dollars

An Indecent Proposal 2015-02-21
double trouble

Hot Picks: Her Twin Secrets: An Indecent Proposition (The Secrets
of Xanos) / A Shameful Consequence / The Cost of the Forbidden
2020-03-19
would she accept one million euros to be his mistress for a month how could practical american stacy reeves say
no to franco constantine s proposal the wealthy arrogant ceo of midas chocolates was overwhelmingly passionate
in his pursuit their union would be pure pleasure but stacy did not know franco s offer was part of a bet her
acceptance would label her a gold digger and give franco complete control of midas unless the billionaire denied
his dynasty for the woman in his bed

The Millionaire's Indecent Proposal 2007-06-01
perfect for readers of susan mallery and rachel gibson molly o keefe s gritty and sensual tale of passion and
politics features the brother of the heroine from the author s beloved novel never been kissed he s a driven man
who refuses to be distracted until he meets a beautiful bartender who just may change his life with his chiseled
jaw and thick blond hair harrison montgomery was born to lead four generations of montgomery men have served
the state of georgia and now he s next in line harrison though is driven to right wrongs namely to clean up the
political mess left by his father s greed and corruption but harrison must first win his congressional bid and
nothing can get in his way not even an angel who served him whiskey and gave him a shoulder to lean on and a
body to love for a night problem is she s pregnant scandal is brewing and there is only one solution marriage
damage control ryan kaminski can t believe that a cold calculating political animal now inhabits the body of the
emotionally vulnerable stranger who gave her the most unforgettable night of her life really she doesn t want
anything from harrison except to be left alone to have her baby in peace but ryan is broke jobless and essentially
blackmailed by harrison s desperate family to accept this crazy marriage deal for two years she will have to act
the role of caring supportive wife but what is ryan supposed to do when she realizes that deep in her heart she s
falling in love praise for indecent proposal real immediate and wrenching this is a love story not to be missed
publishers weekly starred review in o keefe s very capable hands readers are drawn into ryan and harrison s
engaging journey to understanding and love a touching sexy and surprising story of two people from completely
different worlds who turn out to be a perfect match kirkus reviews whatever rating system you might use to rank
book reads indecent proposal by molly o keefe will blow it right out of the water once again with this book she
excels indecent proposal brings together two lonely pained individuals puts them in an untenable relationship and
has them come out the other side in a solid and loving partnership but the path to get there is filled with anguish
and soul searching and whew what a ride i can t wait to see what o keefe offers next fresh fiction gut wrenching
funny thought provoking and romantic harrison and ryan are so finely crafted you ll walk away feeling as if you d
always know their hearts the book nympho indecent proposal is a heartfelt poignant and sexy addition to the boys
of bishop series that old and new fans are going to love book reviews more by kathy

Indecent Proposal 2014-09-30
it wasn t every day that i was shot at by a sniper but this was now my life being hunted by someone my dead ex
fiancé had crossed they thought i had something he d taken and they weren t going to stop until they had what
they wanted i went to the best security company around but what i ended up with was a bodyguard who was as
hot and tempting as he was grumpy and annoyingly bossy vaughn reluctantly took me on as a client despite my
inability to pay and put me in his own personal safehouse with a set of rules to follow but a few of those rules yeah
i broke them just because i knew it would provoke him what i didn t anticipate was the kind of punishment he



decided to dole out and it wasn t long before we went from enemies to lovers and an indecent proposal was struck
between us we both swore it was all temporary but the closer vaughn gets to finding out who is after me and why i
realize walking away from this man might be much harder than i d ever imagined

Indecent Proposal 2022-11-01
with bonus episode including 4 special pages of additional story charlotte is the personal secretary of the greek
investor nico and she has been trying to get in touch with land developer zander for him when she finally manages
to get ahold of this very busy man her heart skips a beat at his lovely voice before she knows it charlotte starts
chatting with zander regularly these conversations are her only relief from taking care of her severely ill mother
day in and day out she gets the chance to meet him in the flesh when she is assigned to negotiate a deal with him
but when she finally lays eyes on him she s shocked he looks exactly like her boss nico

[With Bonus Episode !]AN INDECENT PROPOSITION 2020-08-07
when british business wunderkind grant berringer owner and ceo of berringer racing stables presents nicolette
devereaux with a job promotion that includes marriage she s both appalled and intrigued

Indecent Proposal 2018-07-13
give me a baby no strings attached melanie parker is at the top of her game thirty three years old owner and ceo
of parker broadcasting corporation with assets totaling over a billion dollars there are many who would die to be
in her shoes but there s one thing melanie feels is missing from her life a child she s always dreamed of one day
being a mother but just never found the time to fall in love and now time is running out so she seeks out the one
man who she knows can give her what she wants and will demand nothing in return a man who s a billionaire
himself sloane quest can t believe it when the owner of parker broadcasting corporation his biggest competitor in
the media business makes him the craziest of all proposals the decision he makes is quick and it probably defies
all reason but he has an ulterior motive which will not be denied complications intrigue and a baby bargain in the
middle can love conquer all

Her Indecent Proposal 2016-04-21
zander kargas developed his drive to succeed first from his father s cruel fists then from living on the streets he s
fought for everything and few challenges remain or so he thinks charlotte is the best secretary zander has ever
had the pleasure of dealing with and the only woman to fire his blood in a long time but she works for his bitter
rival zander assuming he can acquire her the way he does with most things reaches for his wallet except charlotte
can t be bought so zander must entice her beginning with a very indecent proposition

An Indecent Proposition 2012-03-01
hot shot tycoon indecent proposal heidi rice tycoon connor brody has just apprehended an intruder one clad in
lacy satin underwear and not a trespasser at all but his feisty neighbour daisy dean the red hot encounter leaves
him aching for more could the luscious ms dean be the answer to his prayers in more ways than one connor needs
to safeguard a business deal and he fully intends to finish what they ve started unable to resist his lethal charm
daisy finds herself agreeing to two hedonistic weeks in new york as connor s fake fiancee

Hot-Shot Tycoon, Indecent Proposal 2010-08-01
the perfect wedding night

Indecent...Proposal 2014-03-11
the sensual disarming story of a love triangle and an indecent proposal with a failed relationship behind her 25
year old sara decides she has nothing to lose and accepts a new job in switzerland feeling lost in her new
surroundings she s befriended by her work colleagues leo and oscar blue eyed fair haired leo is gentle and
sensitive oscar his best friend is the opposite dark haired brown eyed and direct to the point of brusqueness to her
surprise she feels strongly attracted to them both they make her a proposition a long no strings attached weekend



in barcelona going along with anything they suggest but what happens in spain leads sara to find it impossible to
keep to their agreement

INDECENT Proposal 2005
three women three fantasies three scandalous nights quiet and sensible ellie smithson is a highly respectable
photographer by day but after dark she takes pictures of a more intimate nature but when her far too attractive
accountant becomes the subject of her next racy shoot can ellie resist the temptation on display

An Indecent Proposal 2016-12-01
from usa today bestselling author of rule s obsession and rule s property lynda chance brings you a novella of heat
and passion blurb when jenna hardin is approached with a business proposition that involves a short term
marriage arrangement she hesitatingly agrees it doesn t take long before she realizes that the business involved is
only a smokescreen and that she is the ultimate commodity excerpt jenna sat in first class and fiddled with the
platinum band on her left ring finger she watched david sitting next to her from the corner of her eye his hand still
held hers loosely even in sleep his fingers laced between hers in a hold of ownership a hold of possession that he d
rarely allowed her away from the entire day they were approaching the greater cincinnati airport and her mind
raced over the day that had just passed it was almost midnight and everything had been accomplished in one day
when they d left his house that morning they d met with his lawyer the handsome blond man who d been with
david in the break room that day and she d signed a pre nuptial agreement he d promised her a hundred grand
when the knot was tied and she took him at his word the meeting had been accomplished in less than an hour a
quiver ran through her stomach when she realized the pre nuptial agreement had already been drawn up he must
have planned everything in advance then they d left the lawyer to board a flight to vegas and the minute they d
arrived he d hustled her into a twenty four hour wedding chapel they d gotten married quickly without benefit of
rings but he d located a jewelry store when they left the chapel he d had a ring on her finger with what seemed to
have been an obscene lack of consideration and time leaving the jewelers they went into a hotel restaurant and
had a quick meal and her mind shied away from what had happened next they hadn t packed for an overnight stay
and she hadn t understood why he checked into the hotel after they ate her stomach had been tied in knots
through the meal anyway and apprehension and nerves screamed in her bloodstream as he pulled her by the hand
up the elevators to a room the minute the door had clicked shut he turned to her and began unbuttoning her
blouse panic attacked her and she put her fingers over his to stop him what are y you doing he brushed her hands
aside and continued to strip her consummating the marriage he answered sharply why can t w we wait no i want it
consummated now disturbed by what they were doing and his reasons for it she tried to slow him down and
lighten the atmosphere why her voice was soft trying to soothe him i m not going anywhere his gaze lifted from
her buttons and stared into her eyes no you can bet your ass you re not going anywhere his voice dripped ruthless
possession her pulse went spinning as he unhooked her bra and pushed it out of his way he pulled her over to the
king sized bed and unhooked her skirt step out of it her mind in a daze at the speed of his actions she stepped
from her clothes and moved onto the bed he quickly stripped and pushed her legs apart and climbed on top of her
her heartbeat going wild she spoke in a whisper of defiance referring to their agreement just for two years it was
a mistake his nostrils flared at her words and he grabbed her wrists and lifted them over her head huge and
pulsing he began to push into her he stretched her completely transferred her wrists to one strong hand and lifted
her face to his with the other when i m good and ready and not a day before understand me his indecent proposal
keywords romance contemporary romance novella steamy romance office romance boss secretary romance

Indecent Proposal 1992
an indecent proposition zander kargas developed his drive to succeed first from his father s cruel fists then from
living on the streets he s fought for everything and few challenges remain or so he thinks charlotte is zander s
secretary and the only woman to fire his blood zander assumes he can acquire her by reaching into his wallet
except charlotte can t be bought so zander must entice her starting with an indecent proposition beholden to the
throne outspoken nanny amy bannester seems to forget that servitude and silence should go hand in hand but
sheikh emir can think of more pleasurable uses for her luscious mouth despite their passion the rules of the alzan
desert kingdom make it impossible for her to wear his crown he lost his first wife as she gave birth to his precious
twin daughters but emir must have a male heir for his lineage to continue and it s the one thing that amy can t
give him hers for one night only after a traumatic day at work paediatrician dominic mansfield arrives at a
colleague s party craving escape emotionally vulnerable isn t his usual type but the shadows in nurse bridgette s
eyes intrigue him dominic s flings never last more than one night no matter how hot yet the next day he finds



himself knocking on bridgette s door and hears the sound of a crying baby

Indecent...Nights: Indecent...Exposure / Indecent...Proposal /
Indecent...Desires 2015-03-24
my dad stole money a lot of money and now his boss is coming to collect my dad has been stealing money from the
company where he works now the ceo wants his head and possibly mine my dad fled the country already without
him i m going to take the fall his boss comes to me with a proposition i can pay off the debt ten nights no holds
barred i say no of course i m not that kind of person it doesn t matter that his boss is a former male model it doesn
t matter that he s always made my heart beat faster it doesn t matter that he is the smartest person i ve ever met
nope none of that matters at all there are some things that money can t buy and i m one of them then i find myself
sending him a text

His Indecent Proposal 2015-12-14
sophie specter was as beautiful and alluring on the outside as she was damaged on the inside and men were
drawn to her as quickly as she rejected them but one day overwhelmed by her life and desperate for a merciful
moment of escape she saw him he was beautiful and mysterious his charm and style were beyond anything that
she had ever known needing him like the air she fell for him unaware that he had secrets of his own and losing
herself in his world of secrets and sex he made her a proposal that could change her life forever 10 000 words
please note that this story contains erotic and sexual situations tastefully written for mature readers only

One Summer Night 2017-02-13
elle bradley arrives in athens with a rather ill thought out plan to blackmail one of the hottest bachelors in town
she needs his help and she s not going to take any risks he has to agree to her plan or else her beloved little
brother s whole future rides on her success she ll do whatever it takes when christos rakanti discovers the sexy
blonde s devious scheme he responds with a counter offer she can t resist he ll happily pay for her brother s
school fees on two conditions silence and that she remain his mistress for as long as it suits him a sizzling
romance of betrayal lies guilt and hope fall in love with christos and elle from the bestselling author clare connelly
comes another romance that will set your soul on fire

Billionaire's Indecent Proposition 2017-10-18
tired of their matchmaking mothers cally serena and nola decide to find men to pose as their boyfriends as their
younger cousin s wedding approaches but their seemingly foolproof plan goes awry when feelings get involved
original

The Billionaire's Indecent Proposal 2008
not all girls are either gentle and submissive or domineering and cruel some girls are in the middle and some girls
are just a pain in the ass

Rakanti's Indecent Proposition 2018-12-20
chelsea the owner of a pet salon falls in love at first sight with damien a man who helps her out at a luxury
restaurant he is the perfect man for any single woman so there s no way he d be interested in a commoner like her
but then she gets caught up in some trouble and accidentally grabs damien s phone instead of her own chelsea
realizes the mistake and calls him on her phone the more they talk the closer they get his voice over the phone is
sweet and passionate as though he s trying to seduce her he isn t flirting with her is he

Indecent Proposal 2020-08-08
dace faces her most challenging assignment yet mingling with the high society of linas drias capital of the empire
vance hands her a golden opportunity to look for the traitors pulling the empire apart but when her pretend
engagement becomes all too real she s in too deep to escape



Indecent Proposal 2014-05-20
cally serena and nola are smart assertive women who are all on the come up they want things their own way and
that goes for relationships each of them has a personal reason why a boyfriend would not fit into her life plans at
the moment for cally a freelance writer she loves her single lifestyle and will not be tied down for serena the
makeup artist the love of her life left town and she is not in any rush to find his replacement and for nola she is
way too busy working as a defense attorney to stop and meet a man the girls are happy despite the fact that their
meddling mothers can t understand why they don t want to settle down their youngest cousin is getting married
making them the last three to remain single their mothers are not pleased and that s never a good thing so they ve
come up with a plan if they all show up with a date a man with the appearance and credibility to be presumed
husband material then their mothers will see the potential and cut them some slack at the wedding the drama
starts to unfold and before you know it the precious weekend is toppled with love lust and lies have the girls found
themselves in over their heads with this plan what happens when love finds you when you least expect it

THE MAGNATE'S INDECENT PROPOSAL 2011-05-01
author s note this is part one of a three part series ava s a college student with a lot of debt and few job prospects
looking to make extra cash she decides to hit the wanted ads when she comes across a strange ad offering
thousands of dollars for special services she thinks she s hit the jackpot but when she arrives at the house things a
take an strange turn she s surprised to find the house is occupied by an unmarried man with no children he
presents her with an opportunity unlike any she s ever heard tens of thousands of dollars in exchange for being his
submissive the lure of the man s striking good looks and bottomless wallet compels her to agree but has she
signed on for more than she bargained for she soon finds that the man s appetites run beyond bdsm into the realm
of unprotected sex and breeding his sexual prowess fulfills her dirtiest fantasies and more but is she prepared for
the ultimate act of devotion a baby for mature audiences only

An Indecent Proposal 2013-08-29
perfect for fans of netflix s smash hit 365 days

Indecent Proposal 2013-07-15
twelve years have passed since miranda hathaway ended her courtship with andrew osborne and married the
older but much wealthier viscount hathaway it is only one week after her husband s death and miranda cannot
ignore the temptation to have a taste of what she threw away all those years ago when she followed her parents
wishes but to entice the man she never stopped loving she will have to act quickly now the earl of sanderson
andrew is no longer the same man who once believed in love when miranda asks him to help her conceive a child
one whom she means to pass off as the next hathaway heir he sees her deceit as proof that she is not the same
woman he once knew however he cannot ignore the temptation to finally have her in his bed miranda knows she is
infertile but her deception gives her three weeks with andrew he plans to use that time to finally consign miranda
hathaway to the past while she hopes to build memories that will last her a lifetime

Indecent Proposal (BDSM) 2016-12-12
kara james was not that kind of woman and if hunter west thought he could simply kiss her senseless and get her
into bed well she wasn t going to be his one night stand so why was he back in her life and why was he demanding
to purchase the most beautiful perfect lake house she d ever seen and why did he keep kissing her as if she was
the only woman in the world that mattered hunter west had lost the beautiful voluptuous red head six months ago
but no matter how many women he dated none could get the fiery woman out of his mind so he was going to get
her back and he was going to figure out why she kept running away from him one way or another the lovely kara
james was going to be his the mysterious woman with all of her secrets was going to reveal all to him

What’s a Girl to Do? (Indecent Proposal, Book 2)



The Millionaire's Indecent Proposal

Lady Hathaway's Indecent Proposal

His Indecent Proposal
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